Summit racing vacuum pump

External crankcase vacuum pumps will provide significant power gains on both racing and
high-performance street engines, primarily by promoting superior ring sealing. Today,
manipulating the pan vacuum with a dedicated pump â€” such as those offered by GZ
Motorsports and Moroso â€” is more effective and gives the engine builder another tuning tool.
This Reher-Morrison big-block Chevy illustrates the simplicity of an external vacuum pump
system. Crankcase pressure is evacuated via the valve cover and pumped to an external tank
which vents the pressure and retains excess oil for periodic draining. The concept was first
introduced by Bill Million at Hedman Hedders and initially developed on the engine dynos at
both Edelbrock and Traco Engineering. Traco-powered Penske Trans Am Camaros were among
the first cars to run it in competition. A Pan-Evac system connects the valve covers on both
sides of the engine to the exhaust header collectors with one-way check valves and vent tubes
that blend into the exhaust stream at approximately 45 degrees. Exiting exhaust gasses pull a
vacuum on the tubes, thus drawing excess crankcase pressure from the sump and discharging
it out the collector. This action relieves blow-by pressure under the rings, reducing windage and
contamination. Although purely passive, the system proved remarkably efficient, and thousands
of racers used them religiously until the emergence of modern external vacuum pumps.
Blow-by consists of compressed air-and-fuel mixture from the compression stroke and
combustion leakage past the rings with associated by-products from the power stroke. It may
include fuel, exhaust gasses, carbon and other contaminants. Crankcase pressure hurts power
by upsetting ring seal, and it opposes piston motion by creating drag and windage. It also
introduces harmful contaminants to the lubrication system and poisons the incoming mixture in
the combustion chamber. Pulling vacuum with a dedicated pump has been the preferred
method for well over two decades now and the technology has steadily advanced with
important performance benefits that include:. An external vacuum pump evacuates excessive
crankcase pressure, resulting in less-than-atmospheric pressure in the sump. This pressure is
readable with a vacuum gauge. The size and speed of the evacuation pump, along with the size
of the vacuum line, control the amount of vacuum. Engine builders still debate the amount of
vacuum required to neutralize crankcase pressure with optimal effect on windage and ring seal,
while still minimizing combustion chamber contamination. While the rotating assembly is
largely credited with creating windage in the crankcase, we must also remember that with
pressure in the crankcase, rapidly descending pistons tend to pump wind toward the rotating
assembly, exacerbating windage and parasitic drag. Pressure evacuation reduces this effect.
Conventional wisdom says that to inches of vacuum is required to generate beneficial power
gains. Anything above 15 inches may require closer attention to wrist pin oiling pin oilers and
cylinder wall lubrication. Within this narrow range, builders can employ lower tension rings to
reduce friction without fear of losing effective ring seal. This move, however, is very much
dependent on ring type, cylinder finish, ring land tolerances and even stroke length and engine
speed, all of which affect the frequency and dynamics of piston reversal and its effect on ring
performance. That being said; the benefits of crankcase pressure evacuation are particularly
effective on larger displacement engines or those with power adders that generate higher
cylinder pressure and more blow-by. Wet-sump applications. Wet-sump systems utilize a
belt-driven external vacuum pump plumbed to pull vacuum from one or both of the valve covers
and discharge to an external oil separator and breather mounted nearby. Moroso offers
convenient pump mounting kits that accept a vacuum pump and alternator off the front of its
electric water pump housing via a dedicated aluminum mounting plate. Of course, many racers
run pin oilers for the added security and also to help pull heat out of the piston crowns. It
includes the VP pump, pulleys, Gilmer belt, braided hose, breather tank and vacuum-control
valve. Hall also cautions that pulling too much vacuum in a wet sump system can affect overall
oil pressure. Vacuum in the system increases the oil volume that the engine flows based on the
reduction in resistance the oil pump sees on the pressure side. Vacuum may draw oil out from
between the bearings and journals like a straw; thus, flow increases and the system pressure
drops. Running a high-volume pump is often necessary. Determining proper pump size. It is
common to see an 8-to psi oil-pressure drop when running inches of vacuum because of this.
Fifteen inches of vacuum without pressure-fed pin oiling is generally a safe upper limit. Pump
speed is determined by the drive ratio between the crank pulley and the pump pulley. Zucco
suggests limiting pump speed to no more than 6, rpm for optimum durability, and GZ
recommends spinning the pump at 54 to 75 percent of crankshaft speed, depending on the
application. Dry Sump Applications. Racing dry-sump applications are a little different. A
scavenge stage not pulling oil is pulling some amount of vacuum. Depending on engine size
and the number of scavenge stages, a dry-sump engine will likely not require a separate
external vacuum pump. The amount of vacuum produced with a dry-sump pump depends on
pump speed, the number of stages and the amount of time each stage spends scavenging oil or

creating vacuum. High-end systems running as many as five or more stages often dedicate all
but one, sometimes two, stages specifically to vacuum. In effect, a dry-sump pump is also an
external vacuum pump. In some cases one stage may be connected to a valve cover or even the
lifter valley area. In both dry- and wet-sump applications it is advisable to plumb an independent
pressure balance line connecting the crankcase or oil pan to a valve cover or the lifter valley. It
prevents excess pressure exiting the crankcase through the oil drain-back holes in the cylinder
heads, which could prevent oil return flow, affect the oil level and create unwanted aeration in
the oil supply. An external line is often conveniently connected via the unused mechanical fuel
pump port on small- and big-block Chevys. Most dry-sump storage tanks also incorporate an
integral breather tank, so a remote unit is often unnecessary. Engines running on alcohol have
always produced lower vacuum readings. A vacuum pump must be sized to compensate for
whatever level of leakage might come from these sources. In the early days, extreme measures
were taken to eliminate all leakage. These steps included special reverse-lip crank seals and
silicone sealing the valve covers, intake manifold and so on. These steps are now unnecessary
with current pump technology that applies proper pump sizing and speed along with vacuum
control valves to produce predictable results. Properly sized modern pumps easily overcome
these smaller vacuum leaks while using the control valve to maintain the desired vacuum.
Moroso regulator PN , top left screws directly into the vacuum pump instead of a valve cover to
prevent pulling excess oil out of the crankcase. Made from billet, it can be easily disassembled
for cleaning and works with any vacuum level. Includes a billet clamp for remote mounting and
a -8AN drain plug. From a simple vacuum gauge to a dedicated channel on a data logger,
crankcase vacuum pressure is often monitored and plotted along with all the other relevant
engine data to provide a more detailed picture of how crankcase pressure affects performance.
If an engine loses power at a certain point in the rpm range for example, the data logger may
show a sudden increase in blow-by pressure, indicating the likelihood of lost ring seal due to
high-speed ring flutter or detonation, among other conditions. Whatever the case, it alerts the
engine tuner who can then take steps to rectify it. External Pump Tips and Tricks. External
vacuum pumps are the ideal choice for hot street engines, bracket racing engines and other
performance applications such as off-road racing or drag boats. The key to getting the most out
of an external vacuum pump lays in choosing the setup that best suits your engine. Both are
adjustable adjustable from 5 to 20 inches and are suited for high flow-rate pumps. Pump speed
is adjusted by sizing the pulleys. Shown top right is the GZ Motorsports 1-inch crank mandrel
and three different Gilmer pulleys. The double-baffled tank is 9-inches tall and includes the
necessary fittings. Pump choice is primarily based on engine size and horsepower level with
appropriate attention to pump speed and vacuum line size. Manufacturers offer a variety of
pump sizes to accommodate large and small engines and various horsepower ratings. Smaller
engines use smaller pumps and lines while large engines are just the opposite. Power adders
such as turbochargers, superchargers or nitrous oxide increase cylinder pressure and blow by
and thus require larger pumps and bigger lines to accommodate increased airflow. Easy
installation. Installation procedures for most engines are surprisingly easy, requiring only basic
hand tools. Most pump kits include mounting hardware that provides the ideal pump location
and proper drive pulley alignment. GZ Motorsports offers an extensive range of all inclusive kits
that are sized and equipped for specific applications. Moroso provides a full range of pumps
and individual hardware so builders can select the supporting components they want for their
installation. Illustration shows a typical Pan-Evac system that uses exhaust pulses to draw
vacuum from the valve covers. It is very important to carefully check drive-belt alignment and
adjust when necessary to achieve perfect alignment between the pulleys. Vacuum pumps
require a dedicated belt that does not drive any other components. If you remote-mount the
breather tank, you may have to fabricate a longer discharge hose, although most kits
accommodate inner fender mounting arrangements. Pressure and oil mist evacuated from the
crankcase is discharged to the external breather tank that vents the pressure through a filter
and contains the excess oil for periodic draining. In any other position, excess oil will build up
at the bottom of the pump and may cause the vanes to stick in the rotor slots. Variations in
pump design may also affect your choice of pumps to suit your particular requirements. Pump
lubrication is accomplished by oil mist in the air flowing through the pump. Early pump designs
experienced contamination problems and required constant cleaning and maintenance to
prevent the pump vanes from sticking. Pump manufacturers like GZ Motorsports and Moroso
have each addressed this in their own way so the end consumer can make a thoughtful choice
based on his needs and interpretation of their individual pump features. Direct consultation with
the manufacturer will ensure the best possible choice. External vacuum pumps enjoy a well
documented performance record. Power gains ranging from 10 to 35 horsepower are common.
These gains are on par with and sometimes exceed those provided by a cam or intake manifold

changes and pump systems are much easier to install. That makes vacuum pumps one of the
best bang-for-the-buck products available for both high performance and racing applications.
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External crankcase vacuum pumps will provide significant power gains on both racing and
high-performance street engines, primarily by promoting superior ring sealing. Today,
manipulating the pan vacuum with a dedicated pump â€” such as those offered by GZ
Motorsports and Moroso â€” is more effective and gives the engine builder another tuning tool.
This Reher-Morrison big-block Chevy illustrates the simplicity of an external vacuum pump
system. Crankcase pressure is evacuated via the valve cover and pumped to an external tank
which vents the pressure and retains excess oil for periodic draining. The concept was first
introduced by Bill Million at Hedman Hedders and initially developed on the engine dynos at
both Edelbrock and Traco Engineering. Traco-powered Penske Trans Am Camaros were among
the first cars to run it in competition. A Pan-Evac system connects the valve covers on both
sides of the engine to the exhaust header collectors with one-way check valves and vent tubes
that blend into the exhaust stream at approximately 45 degrees. Exiting exhaust gasses pull a
vacuum on the tubes, thus drawing excess crankcase pressure from the sump and discharging
it out the collector. This action relieves blow-by pressure under the rings, reducing windage and
contamination. Although purely passive, the system proved remarkably efficient, and thousands
of racers used them religiously until the emergence of modern external vacuum pumps.
Blow-by consists of compressed air-and-fuel mixture from the compression stroke and
combustion leakage past the rings with associated by-products from the power stroke. It may
include fuel, exhaust gasses, carbon and other contaminants. Crankcase pressure hurts power
by upsetting ring seal, and it opposes piston motion by creating drag and windage. It also
introduces harmful contaminants to the lubrication system and poisons the incoming mixture in
the combustion chamber. Pulling vacuum with a dedicated pump has been the preferred
method for well over two decades now and the technology has steadily advanced with
important performance benefits that include:. An external vacuum pump evacuates excessive
crankcase pressure, resulting in less-than-atmospheric pressure in the sump. This pressure is
readable with a vacuum gauge. The size and speed of the evacuation pump, along with the size
of the vacuum line, control the amount of vacuum. Engine builders still debate the amount of
vacuum required to neutralize crankcase pressure with optimal effect on windage and ring seal,
while still minimizing combustion chamber contamination. While the rotating assembly is
largely credited with creating windage in the crankcase, we must also remember that with
pressure in the crankcase, rapidly descending pistons tend to pump wind toward the rotating
assembly, exacerbating windage and parasitic drag. Pressure evacuation reduces this effect.
Conventional wisdom says that to inches of vacuum is required to generate beneficial power
gains. Anything above 15 inches may require closer attention to wrist pin oiling pin oilers and
cylinder wall lubrication. Within this narrow range, builders can employ lower tension rings to
reduce friction without fear of losing effective ring seal. This move, however, is very much
dependent on ring type, cylinder finish, ring land tolerances and even stroke length and engine
speed, all of which affect the frequency and dynamics of piston reversal and its effect on ring
performance. That being said; the benefits of crankcase pressure evacuation are particularly
effective on larger displacement engines or those with power adders that generate higher
cylinder pressure and more blow-by. Wet-sump applications. Wet-sump systems utilize a
belt-driven external vacuum pump plumbed to pull vacuum from one or both of the valve covers
and discharge to an external oil separator and breather mounted nearby. Moroso offers
convenient pump mounting kits that accept a vacuum pump and alternator off the front of its
electric water pump housing via a dedicated aluminum mounting plate. Of course, many racers
run pin oilers for the added security and also to help pull heat out of the piston crowns. It
includes the VP pump, pulleys, Gilmer belt, braided hose, breather tank and vacuum-control
valve. Hall also cautions that pulling too much vacuum in a wet sump system can affect overall
oil pressure. Vacuum in the system increases the oil volume that the engine flows based on the
reduction in resistance the oil pump sees on the pressure side. Vacuum may draw oil out from
between the bearings and journals like a straw; thus, flow increases and the system pressure

drops. Running a high-volume pump is often necessary. Determining proper pump size. It is
common to see an 8-to psi oil-pressure drop when running inches of vacuum because of this.
Fifteen inches of vacuum without pressure-fed pin oiling is generally a safe upper limit. Pump
speed is determined by the drive ratio between the crank pulley and the pump pulley. Zucco
suggests limiting pump speed to no more than 6, rpm for optimum durability, and GZ
recommends spinning the pump at 54 to 75 percent of crankshaft speed, depending on the
application. Dry Sump Applications. Racing dry-sump applications are a little different. A
scavenge stage not pulling oil is pulling some amount of vacuum. Depending on engine size
and the number of scavenge stages, a dry-sump engine will likely not require a separate
external vacuum pump. The amount of vacuum produced with a dry-sump pump depends on
pump speed, the number of stages and the amount of time each stage spends scavenging oil or
creating vacuum. High-end systems running as many as five or more stages often dedicate all
but one, sometimes two, stages specifically to vacuum. In effect, a dry-sump pump is also an
external vacuum pump. In some cases one stage may be connected to a valve cover or even the
lifter valley area. In both dry- and wet-sump applications it is advisable to plumb an independent
pressure balance line connecting the crankcase or oil pan to a valve cover or the lifter valley. It
prevents excess pressure exiting the crankcase through the oil drain-back holes in the cylinder
heads, which could prevent oil return flow, affect the oil level and create unwanted aeration in
the oil supply. An external line is often conveniently connected via the unused mechanical fuel
pump port on small- and big-block Chevys. Most dry-sump storage tanks also incorporate an
integral breather tank, so a remote unit is often unnecessary. Engines running on alcohol have
always produced lower vacuum readings. A vacuum pump must be sized to compensate for
whatever level of leakage might come from these sources. In the early days, extreme measures
were taken to eliminate all leakage. These steps included special reverse-lip crank seals and
silicone sealing the valve covers, intake manifold and so on. These steps are now unnecessary
with current pump technology that applies proper pump sizing and speed along with vacuum
control valves to produce predictable results. Properly sized modern pumps easily overcome
these smaller vacuum leaks while using the control valve to maintain the desired vacuum.
Moroso regulator PN , top left screws directly into the vacuum pump instead of a valve cover to
prevent pulling excess oil out of the crankcase. Made from billet, it can be easily disassembled
for cleaning and works with any vacuum level. Includes a billet clamp for remote mounting and
a -8AN drain plug. From a simple vacuum gauge to a dedicated channel on a data logger,
crankcase vacuum pressure is often monitored and plotted along with all the other relevant
engine data to provide a more detailed picture of how crankcase pressure affects performance.
If an engine loses power at a certain point in the rpm range for example, the data logger may
show a sudden increase in blow-by pressure, indicating the likelihood of lost ring seal due to
high-speed ring flutter or detonation, among other conditions. Whatever the case, it alerts the
engine tuner who can then take steps to rectify it. External Pump Tips and Tricks. External
vacuum pumps are the ideal choice for hot street engines, bracket racing engines and other
performance applications such as off-road racing or drag boats. The key to getting the most out
of an external vacuum pump lays in choosing the setup that best suits your engine. Both are
adjustable adjustable from 5 to 20 inches and are suited for high flow-rate pumps. Pump speed
is adjusted by sizing the pulleys. Shown top right is the GZ Motorsports 1-inch crank mandrel
and three different Gilmer pulleys. The double-baffled tank is 9-inches tall and includes the
necessary fittings. Pump choice is primarily based on engine size and horsepower level with
appropriate attention to pump speed and vacuum line size. Manufacturers offer a variety of
pump sizes to accommodate large and small engines and various horsepower ratings. Smaller
engines use smaller pumps and lines while large engines are just the opposite. Power adders
such as turbochargers, superchargers or nitrous oxide increase cylinder pressure and blow by
and thus require larger pumps and bigger lines to accommodate increased airflow. Easy
installation. Installation procedures for most engines are surprisingly easy, requiring only basic
hand tools. Most pump kits include mounting hardware that provides the ideal pump location
and proper drive pulley alignment. GZ Motorsports offers an extensive range of all inclusive kits
that are sized and equipped for specific applications. Moroso provides a full range of pumps
and individual hardware so builders can select the supporting components they want for their
installation. Illustration shows a typical Pan-Evac system that uses exhaust pulses to draw
vacuum from the valve covers. It is very important to carefully check drive-belt alignment and
adjust when necessary to achieve perfect alignment between the pulleys. Vacuum pumps
require a dedicated belt that does not drive any other components. If you remote-mount the
breather tank, you may have to fabricate a longer discharge hose, although most kits
accommodate inner fender mounting arrangements. Pressure and oil mist evacuated from the
crankcase is discharged to the external breather tank that vents the pressure through a filter

and contains the excess oil for periodic draining. In any other position, excess oil will build up
at the bottom of the pump and may cause the vanes to stick in the rotor slots. Variations in
pump design may also affect your choice of pumps to suit your particular requirements. Pump
lubrication is accomplished by oil mist in the air flowing through the pump. Early pump designs
experienced contamination problems and required constant cleaning and maintenance to
prevent the pump vanes from sticking. Pump manufacturers like GZ Motorsports and Moroso
have each addressed this in their own way so the end consumer can make a thoughtful choice
based on his needs and interpretation of their individual pump features. Direct consultation with
the manufacturer will ensure the best possible choice. External vacuum pumps enjoy a well
documented performance record. Power gains ranging from 10 to 35 horsepower are common.
These gains are on par with and sometimes exceed those provided by a cam or intake manifold
changes and pump systems are much easier to install. That makes vacuum pumps one of the
best bang-for-the-buck products available for both high performance and racing applications.
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Street cred can start with something as cool as pulling into the local cruise night with a
thumpin' idle quality that combines decent compression with a big-cam lope to the idle. But big
cams can kill that same bad-actor flair if the engine sputters and pukes black smoke as you
cruise. That doesn't work. Today it's just not hip to belch raw fuel out the tail pipesâ€”even if
that race gas does smell good. This is the 21st Century and it's time to be a bit more
sophisticated. This does require some effort and experimentation, but it is not difficult. Big
camshafts with lots of overlap will require some tuning to both ignition timing and carburetion
to compensate for what often is a very low manifold vacuum. We'll run through several tricks
that apply to any carbureted engine. The best single piece of tuning advice is to listen and
watch closely to how your engine responds to changes. If you pay attention, your engine will
tell you what it wants by how it responds. Negative responses are okay because you know more
about the current combination and where you need to go. All engines are different and will
respond differently to typical changes, and it's your job to figure out what your engine wants.
We'll start with a few basic modifications and then move on to more sophisticated moves. It's
also a great idea to keep track of the changes in a log book. This can help should you decide
later as far as where to make further revisions to the engine package. If nothing else, it will
remind you of what you've already accomplished. For this story, we'll assume your engine is in
good physical condition, float levels are set properly, the engine has fresh spark plugs, good
plug wires, the engine is not suffering from vacuum leaks nor dead or dying cylinders. If all is
good, using these tips will dramatically improve part-throttle performance. Your plugs will last
longer, engine oil will stay cleaner longer, and the engine should actually run much better with a
snappy throttle response. And all those improvements will stem from a few simple
modifications to the carburetor and distributor. Ignition Timing While this story will focus
mainly on carburetor modifications, a professionally-tuned carburetor won't function well
unless the engine at least has a decent initial timing setting. Too often we find street engines
where the owner claims, "I just set the total timing at 36 degrees, it doesn't matter where the
initial is" The truth is initial timing is just as important for good idle performance as the total
mechanical advance is for peak power. Street engines spend a majority of their time at
idleâ€”far more than they do at wide-open throttle WOT. This is especially true for
low-compression engines with big cams. Before you even start the engine, disconnect the
vacuum advance from the distributor and plug the hose. While you may not think you need to
do this with a ported vacuum connection, big cams demand larger throttle openings. It's very
possible that the ported vacuum is already working at curb idle. Disconnect the vacuum
advance and also connect a vacuum gauge to manifold vacuum. A good starting point for
timing would be 15 degrees initial. If the timing was less, advancing timing should improve the
idle vacuum. Now check the total advanceâ€”again with the vacuum advance disconnected.
This may require a dial-back timing light or a timing tape. Tapes are inexpensive and MSD offers
an adhesive tape for multiple balancer diameters. Shoot for a total of 36 degrees. If the total
mechanical advance is more than 36 with 15 degrees initial, this will require customizing the
advance curve on your distributor. With 15 degrees initial, you need 21 degrees mechanical

advance to produce 36 degrees total. We will deal with vacuum advance in a separate tip. Set
Idle Mixture This sounds too simple, but many enthusiasts tend to overlook how important it is
to set idle mixture correctly. We'll address a typical Holley carburetor with two idle mixture
screws but this technique is exactly the same with a Carter, Edelbrock, Rochester, or any other
carburetor. The first thing we like to do with the engine off is to check the side-to-side idle
mixture balance. Too often the idle mixture screws are not balanced side to side so the engine
runs rough. If you notice that one screws does not affect engine changes, that circuit is likely
blocked and will need to be repaired. Let's put our balanced idle mixture screws at one turn out.
Start the engine and allow it to warm up completely. Watching a vacuum gauge, make very
slight changes leaner turning clockwise to both mixture screws and note the effect on the
vacuum gauge. If the reading is higher, then make a similar change to both screws until the
highest reading is achieved. If the change lowers the vacuum level then return to the base
setting and richen the idle screws and evaluate the change. It's possible that your initial setting
is ideal, which is fine if this occurs. The goal with minor changes is to find the sweet spot where
your engine idles with the highest vacuum level. This may increase the idle speed. If so, reduce
the speed back to your desired idle speed. For automatics with tight converters, you may
discover that your mixture settings will not allow the engine to idle in gear. In this case, you
may want to increase the initial timing setting to help the engine idle. Throw a Curve Another
timing technique that is often overlooked is the art of employing vacuum advance in a
performance engine. If you think of vacuum advance as load-based ignition timing, it may be
easier to understand. Mechanical advance is strictly rpm-based while vacuum advance is based
solely on load. At WOT, there is no vacuum so therefore no advance. So this is strictly timing
for part-throttle operation. Performance engines, especially those with lower 8. This requires
more ignition advance. It is not unusual for a street engine to need 40 to 45 degrees of timing at
2, to 3, rpm at part-throttle cruise. If the initial plus mechanical advance is 30 degrees at 2, rpm,
then the vacuum advance could add another 15 degrees. To explore vacuum advance in greater
detail, click here. It's also possible to slow the mechanical curve to create the most ideal total
curve. Instead of achieving total mechanical advance at 2, rpm we've seen curves fully
advanced at 2, , try delaying total advance until 3, rpm, this allows more vacuum advance
without having to retard either the mechanical curve or the initial timing. This will require some
tuning finesse, but it's possible. Of course, if you really want to get sophisticated, you can add
one of MSD's programmable, digital ignition boxes like the 6AL-2 PN where you can dial in
exactly what the engine wants. For an in-depth how-to on making changes to mechanical
advance on a typical HEI distributor, click here. There are also adjustable vacuum advance
canisters out there from Crane that allow you to custom tailor the curve. Combine both a
custom adjusted mechanical curve that works with the vacuum advance and your engine will be
singing your praises. Accelerator Pump Tweaks Big cammed engines operate with lower
vacuum levels and generally run bigger, single-plane manifolds that also reduce the signal to
the carburetor. So stomping on the throttle can often cause a hesitation. Before you start
tweaking pump cams or adding larger accelerator pump nozzles, try this first. Check how
closely the accelerator pump shot follows the throttle. A common oversight is large initial
movement of the throttle linkage before any fuel from the nozzle is delivered. Minimize the
clearance between the accelerator pump linkage and the throttle so some fuel is delivered
almost immediately when the linkage is moved. This can make a huge difference. Another
adjustment is perhaps a change to a different pump cam. At low throttle openings most cams
are very similar, but there are two positions for most Holleys. The Number 1 position is best for
engines that idle below 1, rpm. The red pump cam is a popular choice for engines with big
cams. Once you've selected a pump cam and the engine still hesitates on acceleration, it could
be either from too little fuel or too much. Watch the exhaust and if you see a puff of black smoke
when whacking the throttle, the combination is probably too rich. First compare the current
nozzle size to the stock spec for your carb. A good starting point is the stock nozzle size. A
larger nozzle will deliver more fuel quicker while a smaller nozzle delivers less fuel over a longer
throttle opening. A wide-band oxygen sensor can help determine the size needed. If the engine
hesitates after hitting WOT from a dead stop and the wide-band indicates air-fuel ratio AFR then
it's likely a smaller nozzle size will help. Often, tuners tend to be overly-enthusiastic with nozzle
size. Leaner is always better as this improves throttle response. Idle Feed Tuning Generally
engines with big cams are also fitted with larger, mechanical secondary carburetors. These
carbs generally will be fitted with four-corner idle mixture screw adjusters. On any carb, on the
idle mixture screws note the numbers of turns counterclockwise from the seated position. The
ideal position will be between 1 and 1 turns out. Beyond 2 turns, little additional fuel is being
introduced. This position is critical to balance the amount of fuel at idle yet to retain sufficient
fuel to supply the transition circuit we'll get to that next. On our test Chevelle, the screws were

only turned out turn. This told us the idle feed restrictor might be too large. So we pulled the
primary metering block this was a two-mixture screw carb and measured the idle feed restrictor
at 0. Since this is an older carb with fixed restrictors we used a small piece of 0. We used small
multi-strand electrical wire for our restrictors in each of the two idle feeds. Bend them in a
J-shape to allow the metering block gasket to clamp them in place. It's best to handle the
metering block carefully in subsequent tuning efforts because these wires will easily fall out.
This wire trick reduced the flow area to the idle mixture screws by 17 percent, but still supplies
sufficient fuel for the transition circuit. This also offers more authority for the idle mixture screw
and moved the idle mixture screws out to just past one turn out. Reducing idle fuel will
generally make the engine leaner at idle. If the carburetor does not have a choke, it will most
certainly be cold blooded for the first minute or so after cold start and it will take longer for the
engine to warm up. This is where an electric choke for the carburetor would make a great
addition. Transition Slot Tuning Perhaps the biggest issue with tuning a carburetor for big cams
is placement of the curb idle position of the throttle plates. The ideal position for the throttle
plates for idle deals with the relative position of the throttle plates versus the transfer slot. The
transfer slot is a slot that begins at the closed idle position of the throttle blades. As the throttle
blades open at part throttle, the slot delivers additional fuel metered by the idle feed restrictor
that compensates for the additional air. You can think of this as an intermediate circuit before
the boosters begin to flow fuel. This is also the circuit that milder engines run on at part throttle
cruise. Unfortunately, big cams deliver less vacuum at idle so the throttles must be open farther
to allow sufficient air to allow the engine to idle. But when you crank the throttle blades open
and expose the transition slot, this pulls fuel from the transition circuit which is not controlled
by the idle mixture screw. When the throttle blades are opened to uncover too much of the
transition slot, this delivers additional fuel at idle. The common response is to turn the idle
mixture screws in farther in an attempt to lean the circuit. Then when the throttle is opened
further just off idle but before the boosters begin to deliver fuel the engine stumbles. The
classic solution for this situation is to drill small bypass air holes in the throttle blades. This
passes additional air which then closes the throttle blades back to their proper idle position.
Holley offers a few high-end large carburetors with an idle bypass circuit located underneath
the air cleaner stud that offers adjustable bypass air so drilling holes in the throttle blades is not
necessary. Drilling these bypass holes will require trial-and-error tuning so start with very small
holes of around 0. The result will be drastically improved idle and off-idle performance. This
may not seem important, but unless you drive percent of the time on the freeway, your engine
spends more time idling than any other throttle position. It's worth the effort to improve the idle
and off-idle performance of your carburetor. Adjustable Vacuum Secondary Vacuum secondary
carburetors may not have the romantic appeal of a mechanical secondary carburetor but they
can make the same power with a similar size carburetor. The only tuning you might want to do
is with the secondary diaphragm spring to adjust when the secondary opens. Generally, Holley
supplies its street carburetors with a heavy secondary spring to ensure that the engine doesn't
hesitate when the throttle is mashed at lower speeds. Holley sells an inexpensive vacuum
secondary spring assortment kit that can adjust when the secondary opens. The best spring to
start with is the purple spring. It opens fairly quickly but not enough to cause a sag in the
acceleration curve. If you install a light spring and the engine hesitates even momentarily, the
spring is too light. If you want to experiment with several springs, save yourself the grief of
installing the springs in the stock diaphragm canister and buy the Quick Change kit that Holley
offers. The part number is in the Parts List. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Venting a typical V-8 engine isn't a complex affair. A breather atop each valve cover is usually
all that's needed. Of course, replacing one with a PCV valve to introduce a bit of vacuum into
the system and to redistribute the unburned hydrocarbons back into the engine via the
carburetor or throttle body yields a cleaner and much more environmentally friendly solution.
Supercharged applications, however, can be a bit more finicky. Increased pressure in the
crankcase can cause blow-by when using a traditional push-in style breather, covering that trick
engine compartment with a fine mist of fuel-oil. Adding a PCV valve is a good idea, until a boost
situation kicks in, at which time the internal check valve is forced shut, rendering the valve
moot. At this point, instead of drawing fresh air into the breather and vanquishing the crankcase
pressure through the PCV valve, the internal pressure is vented out the breather, possibly
resulting in another oily blow-by situation. This usually happens when the engine is under load
or at high rpm, which is when pressure builds up quickly and needs to be relieved the most. The
extreme solution to prevent all of this is to install a vacuum pump that continuously draws the
pressure out of the crankcase. For most modest horsepower street engines, however, a vacuum
pump is overkill, though it probably wouldn't hurt since drawing out the vapors and relieving
any internal pressure is a good thing. What isn't a good thing is drawing too much out of the

crankcase, which can be a problem in an engine that builds up significant crankcase pressure
and is equipped with a vacuum pump. In this situation, the system can draw out more than just
leftover hydrocarbons and vapor, but engine oil as well, requiring some sort of catch can to
retrieve the gathered fluid. It was with this in mind when it came time to design the crankcase
ventilation system for our supercharged LS engine. I knew it was going to be important to let
the engine breathe, but I also wanted to design a system that wouldn't fill the engine
compartment with hydrocarboneous byproduct. And since proper ventilation is key to improved
ring seal, oil scavenging, and windage, I wanted to be sure our supercharged LS had plenty of
opportunity to breathe freely. You'll recall a few months back when we dressed up our engine
that we're using PML finned valve covers from Speedway Motors. These feature a 1-inch hole on
the top of each designed to accept a push-in breather or PCV valve. Originally, my plan was to
use a pair of PCV valves with the internal valve removed, one in each valve cover, plumbed to a
Summit Racing breather tank on the firewall. With the valves removed, the PCV valves simply
act as degree elbows. This setup would be the "inlet" side of the crankcase venting system,
while a traditional PCV valve mounted in the valley cover and connected to the intake would act
as the "outlet" or recirculation side of the system. Fresh air would be drawn through the
breather tank and down through each valve cover then out the valley of the engine, via the
vacuum signal on the intake side of the PCV valve. My initial idea of using a PCV, sans valve,
would have worked perfectly. I just didn't like the possibility of blow-by occurring, especially
since the valve covers and intake are as-cast pieces, which are especially hard to keep clean
given their porous nature. After whittling a small adapter out of aluminum and a little machine
work, I came up with this nifty deal. A similarly sized and branded stainless braided line runs
from each valve cover. This tank allows the engine to breathe freely while containing any oil that
may be drawn up through the system. The second part of the crankcase ventilation system is
related to the valley cover. Later-model LS engines come equipped with a PCV valve grommet
location, but our LS crate engine did not, so it was necessary to drill and tap one. Once again,
AN lines and fittings were used to connect the valley cover breather line. An overall shot of the
system gives you a good idea how it all works. The plan, though simple in its form, gave me a
moment for pause since a push-in style breather or PCV valve still allows for a little blow-by at
the grommet. Since I didn't want to deal with an oily mess as much as I could help it I decided to
shift gears. The other problem is the aforementioned fact that when the engine makes boost, the
PCV valve in the valley cover would be forced shut, thereby decapitating our crankcase
ventilation system. After consulting a few engine builders much wiser than I, it was decided to
forego a PCV valve entirely and allow the valley cover to vent to a catch can, just like the valve
covers would now be. This system would be fairly simple, but would rely on the pressure in the
engine to relieve itself, since there wasn't a wayâ€”vacuum pump asideâ€”to draw the vapors
from the engine. It did however, have the benefit of three different outlets, ensuring that any
pressure that could be trapped internally had a way out. At the end of the day, I'm pleased that
our engine is properly ventilated and sealed so as to not blow oil and vapor all over our engine
compartment. Though it added a few extra components under the hood, I opted to live with
them given the improvements to our setup they'll no doubt yield. When it comes to assembling
AN lines using braided hose, having the right tools is key. After building the fuel lines without
one, we thought it a must-have for anyone who's going to equip their vehicle with braided hose.
Each tool is size specific. Here, we'll be assembling AN-6 lines. First, a socket is placed inside
one half of the assembly tool. Then the two halves are assembled and placed in a vise. A little
silicone spray will help the assembly. Next, the braided hose is pushed into the assembly tool.
A little "twist o' the wrist" ensures it slides all the way home. Next, the socket and hose are
removed from the assembly tool and attached to the insert. And there you have it, one AN fitting
assembled the "Koul" way! With the new crankcase ventilation system complete, it was
painfully obvious that I would have to come up with an alternative method to filling the engine
with oil. Equipped with push-in style breathers, it's a simple task of pulling a breather out of its
grommet and adding oil. With our ventilation system "hard lined" to each valve cover however,
it's not so simple. I didn't want to have to remove the AN line every time a little "top off" was due
as that would require carrying an AN wrench in the truck as well as a funnel. The solution
needed to be simple and easy, requiring nothing but a quart of oil and a free hand. Looking no
further than the existing clutch master cylinder, I made a quick phone call to the guys at
Wilwood to see if they offer a matching stand-alone reservoir. It turns out, not only do they, but
they also offer a slick billet mounting bracket. The mounting location only needs to be higher
than the valve cover so that gravity will kick in when it comes time to add oil. I decided to mount
the Wilwood oil fill cylinder on the opposite side of the brake master, effectively flanking it in a
reservoir sandwich. With a short section of stainless braided hose assembled to both fittings,
we now have a trick oil fill setup that makes quick, easy, and most important of all, clean oil
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